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Weight 543**

Part # MM-PLATE-2-Y-XX

Size Small - 8.75” x 11.75” 
Medium - 9.5” x 12.5” 
Large - 10.125” x 13.25” 
Extra Large - 11” x 14”

Features

Signature reducing color 
matched printed 
components

Ten-Speed® cummerbund 
can carry extra mags or 
items

SAPI/ESAPI Compatible*** MOLLEminus™ technology

Fully adjustable shoulder 
straps and cummerbunds

Tourniquet NOW!™ holder 
on the bottom edge

Loop field on front for name 
tape or unit patches

Materials

500D Solution Dyed 
CORDURA®

ULTRAcomp™ laminate

Pattern matched loop fields

Colors

Black OD Green

Coyote Brown Wolf Grey

Multicam

MC OD WF
multicam green wolf grey

COLORS:

BK CB
black coyote

PLATEminus™ V2 is the built with the same fully 
MOLLE compatible MOLLEminus platform as the 
original PLATEminus™.  The Plate 2 provides the users 
with built in 6”x6” side plate pockets and a cumber-
bund. This provides fully modular load carriage 
capability but significantly reduces weight and bulk 
over traditional armor carriers.  PLATEminus™ V2 is 
built to hold SAPI / ESAPI armored plates and has 
fully enclosed plate pockets which protect the plates. 
It provides maximum signature management by 
eliminating black plates or the need for additional 
“socks”.

MM-PLATE-2
 PLATEminus™ V2

*Other colors available upon request              **Weight depends on size 
***Armor not included
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The PLATEminus™ Version 2 combines the low profile armor carrier 
of the PLATEminus and expands it into a full featured armor carrier 
capable of carrying side plates.  The built in side plate pockets fit 6” x 
6” plates while the main carrier is compatible with standard SAPI and 
ESAPI plates with or without backers.  The armor plates are completely 
enclosed by the internal plate pockets – eliminating the need for ad-
ditional “socks.”

The MOLLEminus “holes and slots” saves significant weight and are fully 
MOLLE compatible for mounting magazine pouches, admin pouches, 
radios, or other MOLLE gear.  The adjustable Ten-Speed cummerbund 
fits M4 magazines, trauma dressings, or other smaller items with no ad-
ditional weight or pouches. 

The shoulder straps are fully adjustable with the excess lengths able to 
be cut off for extreme weight savings.  Two sections of hook and loop 
on each side holds cables and tubes secure.  All materials are pattern 
matched for maximum signature reduction including the front loop 
fields for name tapes or unit IDs.  A Tourniquet NOW!™ can be mounted 
on the bottom edge of the PLATEminus 2 to hold tourniquets out of the 
way but ambidextrously accessible. 

 PLATEminus™ V2


